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Abstract
Application  Specific  Integrated  Circuits  (ASICs)  based  on  CMOS  technology  have  been  the
workhorse of  electronic engineers as they boasts of  a circuit suited for a “specific” purpose with
high performance to area ratio. This static design of  CMOS technology is simple to build and is
applicable to a wide range of  application scenarios. However, with Moore's law offering limited
cost and performance gains with newer technology nodes, researchers are looking for beyond-
CMOS technologies.

Silicon nanowire based functionality enhanced transistors also called reconfigurable transistors
(RFETs) provide an alternative path to increase the number of  functions offered by a particular
logic gate. Reconfigurability in SiNW RFETs allows the freedom of  choosing symmetrical p-type
or  n-type functionality from the same device  as  programmed at  runtime through a dedicated
program voltage. In this talk, I will provide an overview into the devices, followed by our work in
logic and physical synthesis flows for supporting such reconfigurable transistors. Lastly, I will
provide an insight into how such reconfigurable devices can be an ideal candidate for designing
inherently secure circuits. 
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